Abstract. The strong subjectivity and lack of practice of the traditional Bayes statistics theory was improved. More effective and reasonable mathematical model is proposed. By making full use of the data of testability evaluation, Testability evaluation conclusion is more reliable and accurate. The parameters calculation is optimized for easy and convenient to calculate. The effectiveness of the method is illustrated by simulation.
Introduction
Fault detection rare(FDR),fault alarm rate(FIR) and false alarm rate(FAR) are three indexes for testability evaluation of missile equipment [1] .
Missile equipment testability evaluation need base on testability experiment to acquire missile equipment various performance parameters, and then evaluating missile equipment testability. In testability experiment, can be found effectively missile equipment all kinds of defects in the design, or individual components flaw on stream. Thus judging the missile equipment testability achieve troops' actual use requirement [2] .
Testability experiment is the method of demonstration test and fault isolation, evaluate the missile which has been developed whether achieve regulated testability request. In the testability experiment, we need inject enough quantity of fault samples. Then, carry out fault detect and fault isolation procedure for equipment, to achieve corresponding the result of fault. For achieving corresponding data, confirming corresponding math model evaluate and analyze.
Testability Evaluation Based on Binomial Distribution
In the development history of equipment testability evaluation, classics approach occupy important status. Classics approaches of testability evaluation is easy and learnable. It has strong universality of general equipment. For the last century the weaponry was not high scientific and technological content. Test data and data structure is simple, and the sample size is huge. They fit classical approach for test data's demand just in time. So, for the normal weaponry, it is important to classical approach of testability evaluation [3] .
In the testability evaluation, for the fault detection rare, fault alarm rate and false alarm rate three indicators, their math models are nearly the same and mutual analogy. So, just have to study one metric. In this article, taking the FDR for example to carry on research.
Before Equipment test we need to assess the fault injection test equipment, that will be equipped with all kinds of fault injection into the equipment. The result is directly related to equipment testability evaluation conclusion.
In the test evaluation, confidence upper limit is the bigger the better. So you don't have to think about it. The confidence limit should not be too small. According to test data, using the binomial distribution to estimate model's confidence lower limit PL.
Where f is failure detection frequency, n is the number of failure detection tests,  is given confidence level.
When f , n ,  are known, it is very tedious to calculate the estimate directly. In particular when n is very big, k n C is very hard to solve. When the estimated confidence limit is greater than or equal to the lowest acceptable value given by the index, it can be judged as qualified; Otherwise unqualified; If the confidence limit is not specified in the index, interval estimation can be carried out, and the indicator can be judged to be qualified within the confidence interval. In the confidence interval estimation, the confidence interval   , L U P P of the test parameters is:
Testability Evaluation Based on Normal Distribution
In GJB 2072-94, The corresponding evaluation method is provided for the basic normal distribution.
When the 0.1< P <0.9,the confidence level is (1   )the detection rate and the confidence limit L P of the isolation rate are.
Where P is the point estimation of fault detection rate or isolation rate,  P k n , k is the number of successful times in n trial;  Z is the coefficient associated with the confidence level. When 0.1 P  or 0.9 P  , the confidence level is (1   ), the detection rate and the confidence limit of isolation rate are
From the above formula inference process, we know the testability evaluation based on the classical approach using the sample overall information provided by the testability verification.
Testability Evaluation Based on Bayes Statistical Theory
Testability evaluation based on Bayes statistical theory mainly divided into analyzing prior information, determining prior distribution, calculating the posterior integral, receiving/rejecting determination and model robustness analysis [4, 5] .
The test evaluation process based on Bayes theory is given below, and the confidence limit is obtained under the condition of a given confidence level. Assuming the fault detection rate of missile equipment (FDR) is P , the prior distribution of the index should be
Where 0 1 P   , n is the number of fault detection tests, f is failure detection test failure frequency.
For the test with multiple test phases, the test data and information are synthesized. The posterior distribution is obtained by using the Bayes statistical theory.
When n is the number of test phases of a test evaluation,   ,  D n f is test data and information.
In the case of confidence  , the confidence limit of the fault detection rate (FDR) can be obtained
(8) Theoretically based on the theory of Bayes statistics on the test evaluation of missile equipment to type can corresponding testability evaluation conclusion, but in actual test evaluation of the missile, due to the above evaluation when determining prior distribution is used in the process of theoretical formula method. At the same time in the posterior distribution is regular, it is based on the actual test data is concluded on the basis of the prior distribution of before, that is to say, the actual test the experiment information and theoretical information to assess overall, as did the same to meet the same distribution. It is obvious that this hypothesis has a strong subjectivity and lacks practical basis, so that the test results obtained are not very reliable and accurate. Especially in for testing the assessment test samples of the smaller cases, due to the test data is less, lead to actual experimental data and theory have larger gap, its distribution will be different [6] . In order to more effective and reasonable use of tests to assess the data in the test, the testability evaluation conclusion is more reliable and accurate, and needs to be integrated more data related to the missile test. Based on this, the mixed Beta distribution is introduced in Bayes evaluation of the reliability of success and failure products [7] .
In n times failure injection test, the failure frequency is f , the likelihood function is
According to Bayes statistical theory, combined with equation (9) and equation (10), the posterior distribution of the calculation was
It is not difficult to find that when 0   , the results is as same as the theory of classical statistical methods, when the 1   , the results is as same as obtained from (7).This method is a combination of the classical statistical theory and the traditional Bayes statistics theory.
Where 1, 2, ,   i N . The test evaluation method based on the theory of Bayes statistics. Relevant parameters was optimized. The data calculation is relatively simple, convenient, more satisfy the testability evaluation mathematical model of missile equipment requirements.
Numerical Simulation
Through JMP data statistics software carries on the preliminary statistical analysis of test data, and then compare the advantages and disadvantages of each method.
Assume that this type of tactical missile in the process of testability evaluation only two phase of the testability verification, the testability of separate units in each phase fault detection data shown in the table below In the case of a given confidence level 0.9   , respectively using the classical evaluation method, the traditional the theory of Bayes statistics evaluation method, the improved Bayes method to analyze the test data the results are as follows:
Classical evaluation methods, the average of the test data of (23, 1) into equation (1), using MATLAB get the confidence lower limit 0.8412 So we can make a conclusion that the improved Bayes method calculated FDR confidence lower limit between the above two methods. The result is more reasonable, the method makes full use of the missile in various stages of the test information and to develop the expert's experience. In the condition of small sample size, the method can also get higher reliability test evaluation conclusion compared with the other two methods.
Conclusion
The Bayes statistics theory was improved. More effective and reasonable mathematical model was given, in order to make full use of the data and information of testability evaluation. The testability evaluation conclusion is more reliable and accurate. The method of relevant parameters was optimized. At the same time, the actual data calculation is relatively simple, convenient, more satisfy the testability evaluation mathematical model of missile equipment requirements.
